Optimizing the Benefit of CNS Radiation Therapy in the Pediatric Population-PART 2: Novel Methods of Radiation Delivery.
Newer approaches in the field of radiation therapy have raised the bar in the treatment of central nervous system (CNS) malignancies, with recognized advances that have aimed to increase the therapeutic index by improving conformality of the radiation dose to the planned target volume. Beyond these advances, the continued evolution of more effective systems for delivery of radiation to the CNS may offer further benefit not only to adults but also to pediatric patients, a cohort of the population that may be more sensitive to the long-term effects of radiation. This article describes several novel irradiation techniques under investigation that hold promise in the pediatric population. These include newer approaches to intensity-modulated radiation therapy; stereotactic radiosurgery and radiation therapy; particle therapy, most notably proton therapy, which may be of particular benefit in enabling young patients to avoid radiation-related adverse effects; and radioimmunotherapy strategies that spare healthy tissue from radiotoxicity by delivering therapy directly to tumor tissue. Although emerging strategies for the delivery of radiation therapy hold promise for improved outcomes in pediatric patients, there must be rigorous long-term evaluation of consequences associated with the various techniques employed, to weigh risks, benefits, and impact on quality of life.